IRAN WILL SPARE NO EFFORT IN BACKING PALESTINIANS

Iran will spare no effort in backing Palestinians.

More Iran-Pakistan border points reopened

TEHRAN — The spokesman of Islamic Republic of Iran Customs Administration (IRCA) announced on Monday that Iran’s three more border points with Pakistan were reopened today, IRCA reported. “Exports and imports through the three (land) border points (in the Iranian southeast) are open and operational,” IRCA quoted Mohsen Salavati as saying on Monday.

More than 18,000 female rescuers providing services

TEHRAN — There are currently 18,247 female members of the Red Crescent Society (RSS) in Iran who are ready to provide help in case of incidents, said the head of the RSS.

Over 18,000 female rescuers providing services

TEHRAN — Iran’s Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance has sent free packages of books to isolated villages across the country to promote reading.

Iran distributes free books to promote reading in remote areas

Black armed protesters march in Georgia, U.S.

A group of predominantly Black armed protesters marched through a Georgia cemetery on Monday for the Fourth of July in a show of force, in support of the Black Lives Matter movement. According to reports, the march was planned as a response to the shooting of a Black armed protester, an unarmed man, in Kentucky last year.

Israel launches new spy satellite

Israel launched a new spy satellite that it said would provide high-quality intelligence for its military intelligence.

Vank Cathedral hosting 400-year-old Armenian culture exhibition

TEHRAN — The centuries-old Vank Cathedral (locally called Kelbij-ye Vank) in Ispahan is hosting an exhibition of artworks and handcrafted pieces by Armenian artists with the aim of introducing their 400-year-old culture and art.

Iranian football drawn into controversy

TEHRAN — Two matches of Iran Professional League were cancelled after Esteghlal and Foolad announced that several players tested positive for COVID-19, however Iran League Football Organization has announced that their tests should be verified. It means there is no threat between federations and clubs.

Lack of trust between them is terribly upsetting.

Several clubs had already announced that they would withdraw from the league if the competition resumes, however the football federation didn’t take the threat into consideration and started the matches.

Acting head of Iran Football League Organization Saeed Mahdi said if five of a team’s players are tested positive, the team’s matches will be cancelled, and now the clubs say they have a right not to participate in a match because more than 10 players of their teams have been diagnosed with the coronavirus.

The football federation is in trouble since it could be a dangerous game for two parties. In the other countries, the clubs have cooperated with their federations to resume their leagues but here the clubs’ stubbornness can be a problem, along with the fact that maybe they’re right.

There is no specific organization in Iran football to manage what is problematic. We need to have more in Iran to help in the clubs to obey the measures.

The Iranian football federation is heading by an acting president and FIFA has not yet allowed the federation to hold the general assembly since the FIFAR’s statutes do not comply with FIFA rules. In a letter to the FIFAR, FIFA refers to eight issues that still need to be addressed, including the reduction of the role of the Iranian Sports Minister in internal FIFA affairs.

The football has to know its position as soon as possible, or it may accept the consequences of the situation.

Chaos ensues. Iran football needs to reform as soon as possible. Without trust, there is no progress and it’s worth noting that Iran football needs unity ahead of the 2022 World Cup qualification.
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A group of predominantly Black armed protesters marched through a Georgia cemetery on Monday for the Fourth of July in a show of force, in support of the Black Lives Matter movement.

According to reports, the march was planned as a response to the shooting of a Black armed protester, an unarmed man, in Kentucky last year.

Israel launches new spy satellite

Israel has launched a new spy satellite that it said would provide high-quality intelligence for its military intelligence.

In a statement on Monday, Israel’s Ministry of Defense and Israel Aerospace Industries said “Olik-6” was shot into space at 4am local time (01:00 GMT).
The electro-optical reconnaissance satellite will help in gathering intelligence data for further analysis, the statement said.

“Olik-6 will be used to improve our image of the area," the statement said. "It will be especially useful for military purposes, such as planning and executing military operations."
Iranian Air Force unveils indigenous simulator system for Russian-made Il-76

Iranian Air Force unveils indigenous simulator system for Russian-made Il-76 as a substitute for the fighter jets and other types of aircraft. The system was unveiled on Monday during the Iranian military's exercise, which was attended by the Iranian Air Force Chief of Staff. The new simulator system is capable of simulating all aspects of the Il-76's flight and will be used for training pilots and improving their capabilities.

China says U.S. withdraws nuclear from source of tension

China's foreign ministry said that the United States has withdrawn its nuclear weapons from a source of tension. China has consistently opposed the deployment of nuclear weapons in the region and has called for a nuclear-free zone in the Middle East. The United States has denied the claim and said that it is not withdrawing any nuclear weapons.

Iranian parliament speaker calls for closer ties with Qatar

The Iranian parliament speaker called for closer ties with Qatar, indicating that Tehran and Doha share common goals and interests. The Iranian parliament speaker said that the two countries should work towards enhancing economic and cultural ties, as well as promoting regional stability and security.
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Iran's progress, capabilities causes of concern for U.S., Israel: Zarif

Iran's foreign minister has said that the country's progress and capabilities are causing concern for the United States and Israel. Zarif said that Iran has continued to develop its nuclear program and has achieved significant advances in other areas such as missile technology. The U.S. has called for a return to the 2015 nuclear deal, but Iran has rejected the demand and says it will not return to the negotiating table unless the U.S. lifts all sanctions.
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Iran to start reconstruction of damaged building at Natanz nuclear site

Due to some security considerations, the cause and manner of this incident will be announced at a proper time," Iran TV quoted him as saying.

He said the damage from the under-construction nuclear facility was limited and there is no proof that there are any nuclear materials at the building.

The incident has aroused suspicion about Israel or the US's possible involvement.

Israel Foreign Minister Gabi Ashkenazi said on Sunday that Iran “cannot allow to have nuclear capabilities.”

In the past, the US and Israel have long been calling for Iran to either maintain or step up its nuclear negotiations under the (JCPOA) Joint Commission, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Islamic Republic of Iran, Mohammad Javad Zarif, told Anadolu Agency.

“The European countries, however, have been talking about arms deals, which is not a good idea for the E3 and Iran to launch the dispute resolution mechanism (DRM) under the Iran nuclear agreement.”

A recent tweet by Zarif on Friday that he has responded to Zarif’s letter.

“I have received today a letter by the Foreign Minister of Iran referring Iran's concerns regarding implementation issues by France, Germany, and the UK under the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) to the Joint Commission for resolution through the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) Joint Commission.”

The trigger was a resolution by Inter- national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in implementing its NPT Safeguards System.

In remarks last month, Kazem Gharibabadi, Iran's ambassador to the Vienna-based international organizations, said Iran has a balanced, intelligent approach in the field of national security.

Iran's immigration policy has been a success in recent years, despite its long borders with Pakistan and Afghanistan, harsh weather and vast desert areas.

Despite huge economic and human costs, the Islamic Republic has been actively fighting drug-trafficking over the past decades.

The country has spent more than $700 million on sealing its borders and preventing the transit of narcotics, mainly due to the border between Iran and Iraq, which has been ruled out as a cause in this case.
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Quarterly exports from IRAC up 126% yr/yr

More Iran-Pakistan border points reopened

Tehran to host intl. paper exhibit next week

India to save 20% of logistic costs to CIS countries via Chabahar

Over $559m of bonds issued by mining, sectors since Mar. 20

Less than 60% of onward industrial mining projects

Over $559m of bonds issued by mining, sectors since Mar. 20. The Ministry has on the agenda complete and inaugurate numerous projects in the current Iranian calendar year of 2021/22, in order to create job opportunities, increase the pace of production and improve the financial situation of companies, officials said.

According to the official, in the previous Iranian calendar year (ended on March 19) the industry and mining sectors required 4,525 quadrillion rials (about $125.1 billion) of resources, of which 3,3 quadrillion rials (nearly $8.7 billion) is due to production projects.

He further noted that the mentioned sectors are expected to require 5,327 quadrillion rials (about $138.7 billion) of resources in the current Iranian calendar year, of which 4,5 quadrillion rials (about $118.8 billion) is expected to be fulfilled in the form of raw material financing.

“Even in this case, we are facing a 28 percent deficit and it is necessary to use new financing mechanisms to compensate for this deficit,” he added.

He emphasized that the share of industry and mining sectors in the total banking facilities should be increased, adding that the strength of relations between these sectors was stopped last year and the share of these sectors from the total bank facilities has reached 33 percent.

Indian Minister of State for Shipping Mansukhd Bharadvaj said.

If we want to send containers to CIS countries we can only send them via Europe or China. There was no other connectivity with CIS countries include Uzbekistan.

Lal Mandaviya stated.

By developing strategic Chabahar Port in Iran, India will reducer logistics costs by 20 percent in container transport to CIS countries, bypassing China or Europe, Indian Minister of State for Shipping Mansukh Lad Mansukh said.

He said for far, CIS countries could be reached only via China or Europe; the time for this is over.

In a strategic development, loading and unloading of cargo has started at Chabahar Port and so from now on, CIS countries will be reachable in 20 percent through Chabahar. So far, cargo to CIS countries from India could only reach China or Europe, said Mansukhera.

CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) countries include Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Uzbekistan.

For Over $559m of bonds issued by industry, mining sectors since Mar. 20.


According to the data, with 15,822 active units, the field of non-metallic minerals accounts for the biggest share of operating industrial units, the field of non-metallic minerals accounts for the biggest share of operating industrial units during the first three months of the current Iranian calendar year (March 20-June 20).

The Ministry, Industry, and Trade Ministry plans to bring 15,000 active units, mostly small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), back into operation by the end of the current Iranian calendar year.

Based on the ministry’s plans for the current year, in the future, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) will also be active, he added.

In a strategic development, loading and unloading of cargo has started at Chabahar Port and so from now on, CIS countries will be reachable in 20 percent through Chabahar. So far, cargo to CIS countries from India could only reach China or Europe, said Mansukhera.

CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) countries include Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Uzbekistan.
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The Australian Energy Research Institute and the University of Western Australia have found that government organizations and agencies play a critical role in determining the country’s electricity consumption and thus need to be targeted for potential savings.

Referring to the Energy Ministry’s focus on monitoring the consumption of office and executive bodies in recent years, the minister said that “in the summer, Middle East countries have faced severe air conditioning systems, as one of the main reasons for increasing electricity consumption in these mentioned bodies in the summer, Middle East countries have faced severe

According to the official, the country’s total production of crude oil increased in the summer period, about 22,000 MW is consumed compared to almost 10,000 MW in the spring. He added that in the period of the summer, they inject many pumping stations and many pumping stations to feed refineries producing gasoline, diesel and kerosene among other refined products and thus the ministry has increased the number of facilities in the year’s production calendar up to March 2020.

Mohammadi noted that petrochemicals prices dropped 30% on average during this period and said that petrochemical exports also fell 15%, while domestic consumption had remained almost unchanged.

The official said that Iran’s petrochemicals production in the first 3-5 days of the current calendar up to late July, 2020 has increased compared to the same period last year. While this is the Covid-19 outbreak that has slashed demand. Demand for petrochemicals was down 4.8% due to lower demand for crude oil in the world. Mohammadi said, however, that the conditions are improving.

According to the official, the key point is whether there is demand for these products. There are other projects under way to help enhance petrochemicals supply. However, there is little chance there will be demand for those products. Mohammadi said, “We need to remain vigilant about what the world will make of our products over the coming years. We must know where we are or where they are.”

“By making efforts to develop downstream and to diversify, we need to push the petrochemical industry towards more productivity in products with high value-added with the aim to compete in the international market,” he added.

Mohammadi said that the petrochemical sector earned Iran $14.5 billion in revenue last year with an increase of 985,000 tons of propylene by Iranian refineries and more than 10.552 billion liters of kerosene, gasoline, diesel and other products before delivery to the storage facilities in the year’s production calendar up to March 2020.

He added that all these areas were followed by the government bodies to 10% for the stable delivery of products and noted that such offices could use smart electricity managers to manage their consumption properly.

“Electricity consumption of all executive bodies is being monitored on a real-time basis during the peak period of the year and not that such offices could use smart electricity managers to manage their consumption properly. We will welcome public reports in this regard,” he said.

With the beginning of the hot season, electricity consumption in Iran has been rising significantly in recent weeks. Deputy Energy Minister Homayoun Hazarei and GTPC’s Board of Directors said in early May, that the beginning of the current Iranian calendar month (March 26 to May 21) pointed to a five percent compared to the same period last year in terms of reducing the power consumption of offices.

Iran’s refineries are ultimately simple: It thrives on the processing of crude oil and its products, earning a profit that is known in the industry as a cracking margin.

Refiners have been courting other products, this year, with benchmark Brent crude souring from $46-$48 a barrel in the space of a few months to more than $70 in May. Gasoline and diesel, other refined products prices hasn’t recovered as strongly, hurting margins.

Refiners are now looking for new opportunities to make profits and move away from the “break even” products. But that’s not enough, even with uncertain market conditions, refining is still a business.

“Right now gasoline demand is barely keeping some plants alive,” said Stephen Wells, head of crude oil consultant Energy Aspects. “What is happening to gasoline is not as relevant to the overall,” he added. “Gasoline consumption has surged back, in some cases to 90% of their normal levels, but jet fuel use has more or less as depressed as the middle of the coronavirus lockdowns, running at just 10% to 20% of its normal levels.”

Refiners have resolved the problem by blending much of their diesel with gasoline, albeit at a steep value.

In the U.S. refining belt, processing rates are being continually cut as demand falls. The drop in demand has forced refiners to cut back on capacity and is expected to continue near 75% in anticipation of the Memorial Day holiday, before rising again to near-normal levels by mid-June, according to people familiar with the situation.

Diesels sold

Ultimately, if refiners don’t make money, they buy less crude, process less oil, and their plants can stop operating. Such production pauses can have a knock on effect on the rest of the supply chain and other refineries.

In the run-up to the end of the year, oil prices are set to remain under pressure, with ongoing trade war and capacity cuts off putting a lid on prices.

The immediate problem is compounded by a longer-term trend: It appears oil refineries are more profitable to uprate a 3-2-1 crack spread (it assumes three barrels of crude makes two barrels of gasoline and one diesel) for the next, creating huge headaches for executives who need to select which crude to process from an ever-evolving list of offerings. Refiners have been cutting back on diesel production and diesel consumption has surged back, in some cases to 90% of their normal levels, but jet fuel use has more or less as depressed as the middle of the coronavirus lockdowns, running at just 10% to 20% of its normal levels.”

“Right now gasoline demand is barely keeping some plants alive,” said Stephen Wells, head of crude oil consultant Energy Aspects. “What is happening to gasoline is not as relevant to the overall,” he added. “Gasoline consumption has surged back, in some cases to 90% of their normal levels, but jet fuel use has more or less as depressed as the middle of the coronavirus lockdowns, running at just 10% to 20% of its normal levels.”

Refiners have resolved the problem by blending much of their diesel with gasoline, albeit at a steep value.

In the U.S. refining belt, processing rates are being continually cut as demand falls. The drop in demand has forced refiners to cut back on capacity and is expected to continue near 75% in anticipation of the Memorial Day holiday, before rising again to near-normal levels by mid-June, according to people familiar with the situation.

“The safety coefficient of this section at IOPTC is 0.95, which means minimum disruption in the telecommunications system of the company,” he said.
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Imagine how the U.S. and the world community would react if Chinese, Russian, or Iranian missiles massed on the Mexican border as a threat to the United States. Bipartisan hardliners in Washington and establishment media would assert that such an action would lead to a new Cold War.

But let's not pursue Cold War analogies that miss the point. The American Dream has been a reality for some, but not for others. The U.S. is far from being a country of equity and opportunity. This is especially true for people of color, who are disproportionately affected by economic inequalities, racial injustice, and political oppression.

Why do you think the United States has failed to achieve the American Dream for all its citizens? Have you thought about what could be done to address these issues? How would you go about achieving a more equitable and just society in the U.S.?
**FOUR O' CLOCK**

**TOURISM**

**TEHRAN** – In 1931, the renowned British archeologist Sir Marc Aurel Stein (1862 – 1943) surveyed Tepe Gariran in western Iran along with several others across the ancient area. His views were published in a book titled “VII Routes of Western Iran: North of the Arabian Archipelago”, which was situated within Khoy County that is one of the largest valleys in the center of Zagros mountain range, the mount, however, was protected by NFA (in 2007), designed the attention of new generations of archaeologists to some excavations at the site, which is mostly suitable for being home to a Bronze-Age civilization.

Looted by Iranians and Indians, a few remains, particularly in the region’s background, particularly the production of fruit, grain, spices, and flowers as it is nick-named for the latter; the city is a sunflowers. At the foot of the 9th-century Alashtar castle, which was well-known for its fortifications and hospitals, hospitable people, and its silk and carpet trade tradition. It is also home to the UNASL-listed Sheikh Safi-ud-Din Kirman and Shrine Ensemble. The province is very cold in winter and mild in summer attracting thousands every year. The capital city of Ardebil is usually recorded as one of the coldest cities in the country to use these facilities and select Ardebil as their prime destination.

A few of the best-known Persian poets, Shah observant, with a minaret of the same name in the background. A view of the holy shrine complex of Imam Reza (AS), the Eighth Imam of the Shia Muslims. The city, sited near the ancient Silk Road in West Azarbaijan Province, may not be worth a long detour but should you be in the area, visit the ancient geographers and geologists. The basic conclusion that can be drawn here is that there has been no fundamental change in the environment and climate of Lorestan since the Iron Age.

**Khoy, the ancient city of culture, sunflowers**

Sprawling across to some towering mountains in Western Iran, the lively city of Khoy is a destination for those interested in Persian architecture, as its ancient mosques, churches, caravanserais, bathhouses, forges, and caravanserais, each a story of its own. The city, situated near the ancient Silk Road in Western Azerbaijan Province, may not be worth a long detour but should you be in the area, visit the ancient geographers and geologists. The basic conclusion that can be drawn here is that there has been no fundamental change in the environment and climate of Lorestan since the Iron Age.

**World’s longest suspension bridge’ being built in Iran**

**Hotel occupancy rate plunges to 10% in Khorasan Razavi**

**Hotel occupancy rate plunges to 10% in Khorasan Razavi**

**A peek into Bronze-Age Tepe Gariran, a gateway to the “Old Routes of Western Iran”**

In late June, a restoration and rehabilitation project has been commenced on the former city wall. The restoration project has been commenced on the former city wall. The restoration project has been commenced on the former city wall. A part of the foot of the 9th-century Alashtar castle, which was well-known for its fortifications and hospitals, hospitable people, and its silk and carpet trade tradition. It is also home to the UNESCO-listed Sheikh Safi-ud-Din Kirman and Shrine Ensemble. The province is very cold in winter and mild in summer attracting thousands every year. The capital city of Ardebil is usually recorded as one of the coldest cities in the country.

Persepolis historians have ascribed a founding date to the Persians in the 1st millennia BC. Some say that the varying fortunes and independence of this suburb across the Zayande river and its eclectic mix of European architecture, museums, and travelers can be traced almost chronologically by the remains and structures and contrasts in its external and internal architectural treatment. The construction is said to be begun in the 7th century by the first avatars being completed with major alterations between 750 and 754 under the supervision of Archdiocese David. The Afghan quarterly of Ispahan dates from the time of Shah Alavi, who transformed a village of Christians from the town of Jolfa to a city on the oasis of the same name; however, the city was also the highest concentration of water in the country, and it also enjoys a variety of cultural and historical sites which are generally crowded.

**Magnificent Hasansouk undergoing restoration project**

Hasansouk objects have been found in Elam, about 825 BC, but the richest period yet excavated was from about 760 BC to 650 BC. This period, often called “Mazandaran” after a small group of people who lived in this region, is characterized by gray pottery accompanied by large assemblages that the site was home to a variety of agricultural activities. Generally, there is a diversity of flora and fauna in the plains with the surrounding mountains covered with forest and woods.

A couple looks at a view of the Golden Bough of Hasansouk, which dates from c. 600 BC, during a visit to the National Museum of Iran, downtown Tehran. Tourists and Handicrafts is working on the restoration of Hasansouk on the UNESCO World Heritage list.

**van Cathedra hosting 400-year-old Armenian culture exhibition**

The city, situated near the ancient Silk Road in West Azarbaijan Province, may not be worth a long detour but should you be in the area, visit the ancient geographers and geologists. The basic conclusion that can be drawn here is that there has been no fundamental change in the environment and climate of Lorestan since the Iron Age.

**A view of the holy shrine complex of Imam Reza (AS), the Eighth Imam of the Shia Muslims.**

The city, situated near the ancient Silk Road in West Azarbaijan Province, may not be worth a long detour but should you be in the area, visit the ancient geographers and geologists. The basic conclusion that can be drawn here is that there has been no fundamental change in the environment and climate of Lorestan since the Iron Age.
Earth’s smallest carnivore spotted in southwestern Iran

**ENVIRONMENT**

**LEARN NEWS TRANSLATION**

**EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS WORTH $330M TO BE INAUGURATED**

A total of 1,015 educational projects worth 14 trillion rials (nearly $330 million) will be inaugurated across the country, Mehrdad Rakhashanimehr, head of the organization for renovation, development, and equipment of schools, has announced.

The projects, part of the projects set to be inaugurated in the next ten days, on the occasion of the 41st anniversary of the Islamic Revolution, he stated, ISNA reported on Sunday. According to Rakhashanimehr, the projects include 4,168 classrooms, 11 swimming pools, and 32 gyms. About 14,000 classrooms have been built so far in the past two years, each with some 10,000 last year, he concluded.

It is classed as least concern by the IUCN, due to its wide distribution and large population throughout the Northern Hemisphere. The least weasel (Mustela nivalis), known as little weasel, is the smallest member of the weasel family, which includes the common weasel, or simply weasel, is the smallest carnivore and brown and otter storks, he also said. Dust also carries airborne pollutants such as toxins, heavy metals, salt, sulphur, and metalloids, which cause negative health impacts when people inhale the contaminated dust. Dust can corrode buildings and other built infrastructure as it contains a high level of salts. The effects of sand and dust storms can be reduced by using a number of weather data and safety measures and environmental control strategies. Large-scale sand and dust storms are generally a natural phenomenon and it may not be always practicable to prevent it happening. However, control measures can be taken to reduce their impacts. Localized small-scale dust emission from agricultural activities can be reduced by using temporary mechanical methods such as concrete barrier, muckling, tree clearings.

Taking appropriate control of dust raising factors such as increasing the vegetation cover where possible can help to stabilize the soil, animal dunes, and form windbreaks. Additionally, the use of native plants and trees can help to reduce wind velocity, and sand drifts at the same increase the soil moisture. Designing buildings appropriately and conduct air infiltration testing during building commissioning can also help to reduce adverse effects of sand and dust storm.

Earth’s smallest carnivore, the least weasel, was discovered in southwestern Iran. The discoverers said it is the smallest carnivore in the world.

The discoverers, who conducted the study and found that nearly 5.8 million hectares, amounting to 72 percent of the country, are located in protected areas, he further stated. In 2011, 50 million hectares of land were designated as protected areas, he further stated.

The least weasel (Mustela nivalis), known as little weasel, is the smallest member of the weasel family, which includes the common weasel, or simply weasel, is the smallest carnivore and brown and otter storks, he also said. Dust also carries airborne pollutants such as toxins, heavy metals, salt, sulphur, and metalloids, which cause negative health impacts when people inhale the contaminated dust. Dust can corrode buildings and other built infrastructure as it contains a high level of salts. The effects of sand and dust storms can be reduced by using a number of weather data and safety measures and environmental control strategies. Large-scale sand and dust storms are generally a natural phenomenon and it may not be always practicable to prevent it happening. However, control measures can be taken to reduce their impacts. Localized small-scale dust emission from agricultural activities can be reduced by using temporary mechanical methods such as concrete barrier, muckling, tree clearings.

Taking appropriate control of dust raising factors such as increasing the vegetation cover where possible can help to stabilize the soil, animal dunes, and form windbreaks. Additionally, the use of native plants and trees can help to reduce wind velocity, and sand drifts at the same increase the soil moisture. Designing buildings appropriately and conduct air infiltration testing during building commissioning can also help to reduce adverse effects of sand and dust storm.

Earth’s smallest carnivore, the least weasel, was discovered in southwestern Iran. The discoverers said it is the smallest carnivore in the world.

The discoverers, who conducted the study and found that nearly 5.8 million hectares, amounting to 72 percent of the country, are located in protected areas, he further stated. In 2011, 50 million hectares of land were designated as protected areas, he further stated.
China’s ‘pull back troops’ after deadly border clash: India

China has begun pulling back troops from along its contested border with India, Indian government sources said, following the deadliest border clash in 45 years in which 20 Indian soldiers were killed.

According to Sudari, the Ofek-16 is the “brother” of the Israeli air raids.

The active efforts to strengthen the Ofek-16 come after an offensive by the Hamas against the Israeli military, which has been ongoing since early July. Sudari claimed that the Ofek-16 had been designed to act as a “brother” to the Israeli air raids in the southern parts of the occupied territories.

Sudari also added that the Hamas targets hit by the warplanes include “underground fortresses in al-Isawiya village in Occupied Jerusalem.”

Zhao Lijian said both sides were “taking effective measures to prevent the situation at the border.”

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has denounced the United States for “expansionist aggressions” against the Latin American nation during the deadly coronavirus pandemic as he marked a grand military parade on the country’s Independence Day.

Maduro commanded the Monday ceremony in the western state of Mérida, where he accused the United States of trying to impose a “false democracy” on the South American nation.

The military parade, featuring tanks, drones and fighter jets, was held at a military base near a border with Colombia, where the Colombian president, Ivan Duque, was also in attendance.

Maduro also accused the United States of sending aircraft carriers to the disputed South China Sea, a gateway for trillions of dollars in maritime trade and a key strategic chokepoint for global shipping.

China slams U.S. for sending aircraft carriers to disputed sea

China has condemned the United States for sending its aircraft carriers to the disputed South China Sea, a gateway for trillions of dollars in maritime trade and a key strategic chokepoint for global shipping.

The two U.S. carriers arrived in the region on Sunday for “military exercises” as China was wrapping up its own naval drill in the area, which included a live-fire exercise on the Paracel Islands.

The United States formally accused China of violating its territorial waters by sending its aircraft carriers to the disputed sea within sight of Chinese naval vessels, warships, and submarines.

The United States military said on Twitter that B52 bombers were also involved in the exercise.

The U.S. military said on Twitter that B52 bombers were also involved in the exercise.

The United States military said on Twitter that B52 bombers were also involved in the exercise.

By staff writers

Officials at the epicenter of the coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan on Monday said there were no immediate reports of casualties caused by the virus.

The Trump administration’s decision to label the coronavirus outbreak an “international emergency” is an indication of the American government’s role in regulating the pandemic, according to a group of bipartisan lawmakers.

President Donald Trump has called the novel coronavirus, which has already killed more than 100,000 people worldwide, an “international emergency” in order to stop the transmission of the disease.

The Trump administration’s decision to label the coronavirus outbreak an “international emergency” is an indication of the American government’s role in regulating the pandemic, according to a group of bipartisan lawmakers.
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Jointly arranged by the U.S. military, theexercise involved both American and Indian forces.

In addition to the live-fire exercise, the two U.S. carriers arrived in the disputed South China Sea on Sunday to conduct “Joint Maritime Operations” with two Indian Navy warships.

The U.S. military said in a statement that the exercise was part of a “long-standing security cooperation agreement” between the United States and India.
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**Flight restrictions prevent Ayanda Patosi to return to Iran**

Ayanda Patosi, the South African midfielder of Foolad Khuzestan, has been more than four months in his country due to the coronavirus pandemic. Actually, he’s been very hard in South Africa because the country went lockdown and associated activities are not happening, he said. Even if he’s training at the Foolad Club, they and we are doing our best to get the flight and to return to Iran at the earliest possible moment.

Patosi is too much and we want to avoid that as much as we can. The flight restrictions still remain. It’s very difficult to get a flight to other countries including Iran. Me and Foolad club’s office have been working very hard to get the flight as soon as possible. I’m in touch every day with my agent and also with Mr. Saeid Azeri, the general manager of the Foolad Club, and we are doing our best to get the flight and to return to Iran at the earliest possible moment.

**Survey finds 77% of Japanese think Olympics ‘cannot be held’ next year**

A survey conducted by the Asahi Shimbun, a Japanese newspaper, found that 77% of respondents said that the Tokyo Olympics “cannot be held” next year.

**Vietnam says may host F1 race in November**

The Vietnam grand prix was supposed to be held in late November, the ruling body of itsF1 circuit, Vietnam Grand Prix Corporation, confirmed last week.

The Vietnam Grand Prix was initially due to take place in Hanoi on April 5 but was postponed because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Organisers said they would monitor the virus situation and pick another time for the race.

“We are assessing all virus related issues and will discuss them with the organisation. Hopefully the race can be rescheduled by end-November,” Hanoi’s chairman Nguyen Duc Chung said at a meeting attended by local media.

The U.S. Open in New York, which is scheduled to start on Aug. 31, will have no spectators and operate under strict health protocols, including limiting the size of each player’s entourage.

**Djokovic’s event taught us to be cautious: French Open director**

Forget said French Open organizers are not planning to play matches in front of a full house, to avoid spreading the virus.

Forget said he’s very well prepared because he’s already been training alone in his own house, without other players and playing around with them.

**Esteghlal forward Tabrizi undergoes surgery**

Tabrizi forward Reza Tabrizi underwent surgery for a knee injury on June 15.

**UAE to start preparations on July 22**

The United Arab Emirates Football Association (AFA) has announced that preparations for the Asian Qualifiers for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 and AFC Asian Cup China 2023 will start on July 22.

The first gathering will be July 22-27, while the second preparation camp on August 3-9 will be held to play two friendly matches scheduled.

**Sepahan held by Saipa: IPL**

Sepahan held by Saipa: IPL

**Azmoun stars as Zenit ease to Russian title**

Islamic Republic of Iran striker Sardar Azmoun was crowned a Russian Premier League champion for the second successive season, scoring twice as Zenit Saint Petersburg wrapped up a second consecutive title on Monday.

The Iran hotshot was the Player of the Match on the day of Zenit’s coronation, netting the opening goal in the fifth minute, then adding a second shortly after half time as Sergey Semak’s side beat Krasnodar 4-2, extending their lead over second-placed Lokomotiv Moscow to an insurmountable 13 points with four matches remaining. Azmoun’s characteristic contribution was the latest chapter in what has been a fine individual campaign, matching his 13th and 14th goal in all league appearances, and taking his tally to 17 in 33 matches in all competitions.

Azmoun’s title success was achieved by his team which was achieved by his club Zenit who were crowned champions for the sixth time since 2007. Azmoun also lost a team of the club’s standout players since joining in February 2019, scoring 25 league goals on the way.

Those exploits have seen the 25-year-old linked to top European clubs including Liverpool and Paris Saint-Germain, who voted Asia’s Greatest Russian Premier League Player in the AFC.com fan poll last month.

With the country now returning to normality, the club’s attention will now turn to securing the Russian Cup title, with a semi-final against Spartak Moscow set for July 10.
Workers load packages of donated books for the plan mythic Iranian hero Rustam fighting coronavirus monsters.

Behzad Shishehgaran, Reza Hedayat, Shahla Homayuni, fight this new virus, the ministry has said.

To promote reading, the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance is working in coordination with several cultural organizations, including the Iranian National Commission for UNESCO, schools and Iranian bookstores.

Workers load packages of donated books for the plan "It’s Possible by Books" on July 15 to give performances during the cultural event. Akbar Asgarzadeh, director of the art center, said: "We have received around 10,000 books from different sources."

Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance deputy for cultural relations, Sajed Bozdadeh, said that the 10 villages are selected in remote areas.

Bozdadeh was due to stage his play for children at the Institute for Intellectual Development of Children and Young Adults (IIDCA) but the event was postponed to a later time in October.

"Amid the coronavirus pandemic, it is not a good idea to gather families and children in one closed place to watch a play," he said.

"The IIDCA has resumed its activities but only with solo performances, and one cannot say how long they can be staged due to the low number of attendees these days," he added.

"These days, I cannot take the risk of performing the play because I think a child or an adult might take this virus back home and get infected," he noted.

"I still believe the health of people especially children is much more important than any theater performances," he added.

In a press release published on Monday, CAMA director Mona Marzban said that he has many unread works and this idea is to bring these works to the screen.

Marzban said that he has many unread works and this idea is to bring these works to the screen.

The films are "Women Are Angels 2", "There at the Same Time" and "Fashi Mishki".

"Women Are Angels 2" by Azaz Mohammadzadeh portrays a wealthy wife and a poor husband. The woman is in love with her husband and names her house and her automobile "I love you more" after him, however, she does not care about her husband's dishonor when her trip is cancelled.

"There at the Same Time" by director Sirus Alvand tells the story of Rana and Amir who have begun their life in an old district in the suburban area.

"There at the Same Time" by director Sirus Alvand tells the story of Rana and Amir who have begun their life in an old district in the suburban area.

A view of the gallery located at No. 44, 10th Golestan, Pasdaran St.

The exhibit will be running until July 21 at the gallery located at No. 44, 10th Golestan, Pasdaran St.

The idea of drawing paintings on face masks was earlier introduced during the坏了 of Iranian graphic designer Farzad Halabi. He created his new collection on face masks depicting the story of Rana and Amir who have begun their life in an old district in the suburban area.

"This was not something unusual in the process of my artistic career. I have always paid great attention to the materials I use in my works. The idea was not strange to me. We didn't have the side hidden from the visitors, she added.

The culture ministry is planning to carry out an extensive stage of "It’s Possible by Books" after the end of the COVID-19 pandemic,

The idea of drawing paintings on face masks was earlier introduced during the坏了 of Iranian graphic designer Farzad Halabi. He created his new collection on face masks depicting the story of Rana and Amir who have begun their life in an old district in the suburban area.

However, the Health Ministry asked people to join the movement during a press conference on Monday.

The Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance deputy for cultural relations, Sajed Bozdadeh, said that the 10 villages are selected in remote areas.
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